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Abstract. Under the background of informatization and intelligence of financial
management, the accounting information and auditing systembased on blockchain
technology has improved the quality of financial information. It is possible to
explore the use of the blockchain technology as a basis to solve the informa-
tion traceability problem of information transmission in accounting information
systems, and the distributed storage architecture of blockchain, lightweight digi-
tal signature algorithm, consistency Algorithms and other technologies are used
to make up for accounting and auditing information security loopholes, thereby
preventing information from being tampered with. Nevertheless, the authenticity,
reliability and integrity of blockchain information transmission can also be solved
by the EPC system network technology and Hash Encryption Algorithm. Aiming
at safer and more efficient accounting information and auditing system, this paper
proposes our computing scheme based on fully homomorphic encryption technol-
ogy and semi-trustedmechanism in the context of applying financial robots, which
improve the security of internal information under the premise of full disclosure.

Keywords: Blockchain · Homomorphic encryption · Accounting information
system · Multi-party Secure Computing · Privacy Protection

1 Introduction

Blockchain technology is a new application mode of computer technology such as dis-
tributed data storage, encryption algorithm, point-to-point transmission, and consensus
mechanism. The consensus mechanism refers to the algorithm for establishing trust rela-
tionships between different nodes in the blockchain system. As a distributed database
system, blockchain is characterized by being difficult to tamper with, difficult to forge,
and traceable. Once the data enters the blockchain, it will be recorded. This feature deter-
mines that it is inseparable from the application of the Internet. The richer the application
scenarios, the faster the development of blockchain technology and industry. With the
improvement of the blockchain technology framework and application scenarios, great
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innovations have emerged in corporate accounting systems and internal controls. Under
the application of blockchain, the corporate accounting presents the character of decen-
tralization. Each blockchain participant completes the information record independently,
compares and analyzes the accounting information and transmits it to each business
activity participant for preservation, and the record can provide theoretical support for
subsequent work. In the age of information, blockchain also has many inherent risks.
Inherent risks include technical risks, data security risks and third-party vendor risks.
Therefore, the inherent risks should be reasonably controlled and prevented, and the
impact on information customers, the environment, and internal controls should be con-
sidered. For inherent risks, verifiable homomorphic encryption allows users to analyze
and retrieve specific encrypted data under the condition of data encryption, effectively
ensuring information security while verifying the accuracy of information. In recent
years, homomorphic encryption has been increasingly used in the practical fields. Qian
[1] propose a lightweight t-times homomorphic encryption scheme, which can reduce
the computational cost of smart devices further and resist quantum attacks. Qian also
[2] proposed an aggregate signature scheme based on new Batch RSA. After that, a
data aggregation scheme is proposed based on this aggregate signature scheme and the
qualified homomorphic cryptosystem. Lin [3] designs a more efficient and safer SaaS
Cloud Accounting Platform based on the Multi-party Secure Computing technology
and Lattice-based Homomorphic Encryption system, and the platform proposed by us
further improves the accuracy of accounting information on this basis. In addition, Wei
et al. [11] Also applied this technology to the Iov scene and proposed an anti quantum
privacy protection scheme. In this paper, we will design a privacy protection platform
based on this technology and CKKS [12] cryptographic algorithm.

Federated learning is a multi-layer collaborative data analysis model based on deep
neural network and intermediate representation. In the process of using artificial intel-
ligence, the quality of artificial intelligence analysis results depends on the quality of
information, and information contains a lot of sensitive private information. In order to
overcome these difficulties, the learning of federalism training without sharing sensitive
local data was proposed by McMahan [4]. Federated learning defines a machine learn-
ing framework in which virtual models are designed to solve the problem of different
data owners collaborating without exchanging data. Unlike traditional big data analysis
and machine learning, federated learning does not require uploading large amounts of
information owned by different subjects to the same server. Instead, it sends algorithms
to subjects with data and trains shared models in coordination with a central server.
Therefore, Ma J [5] proposed that FL has the advantage of preventing the leakage of
sensitive private information because it does not require local data sharing.

At present, countries around the world have carried out researches and applications
of blockchain in the field of accounting information systems. Yermack [6] paints a sce-
nariowhere, if a blockchain containing accounting transactions had access, anyone could
aggregate those transactions into financial statements in real time without the need for
auditors to guarantee the accuracy of the books. Ruckeshauser [7], on the other hand,
highlighted the dangers of decentralized consensus in blockchain, enabling manage-
ment to override internal controls in the enterprise blockchain. Blockchain accounting
has been introduced to help professionals and track “block” orders in a secure way. With
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blockchain, we can not only record cross-behavior, but also verify transactions with-
out intervention or intermediaries, a technology based entirely on automated systems
[8] (Walch, 2016). Blockchain technology has a beneficial positive effect on real-time
accounting practices [9] (Byström, 2019). Blockchain provides transparency and cer-
tainty about asset ownership, history, and the existence of obligations. This will save
accountants a lot of time and reduce the cost of maintaining and coordinating regis-
ters, which will greatly improve efficiency. In addition, as record keeping moves to
blockchain, more resources will be available for planning and evaluation [10] (Bogdana,
2020).

In the process of accounting information collection, manual recording of original
accounting documents is easy to make the accounting data recorded mixed with sub-
jectivity. The manual cooperation mode of the original accounting information system
will cause a variety of problems such as accounting information distortion, information
asymmetry, information island and so on, which restricts the further development of
accounting informatization. Blockchain technology not only lies in the transmission of
information, but also completes the transmission of value, which puts forward new solu-
tions to the realistic problems existing in the current accounting information system. At
the same time, the combination of accounting information system and artificial intelli-
gence is further developed. In the process of converting accounting data into accounting
information through accounting algorithms, the deep learning of artificial intelligence
makes the algorithm for complex conditions and logical discrimination further develop.
Based on this, combined with the existing research results, this paper designed a set of
accounting information system based on homomorphic encryption technology, encryp-
tion scheme.On thebasis of human-machine cooperation, it provides a solution to prevent
information leakage after the accounting information system is attacked, and also solves
the problem of distortion caused by artificial tampering of accounting information.

2 Application Architecture Design of Encryption Platform
of Accounting Information Systemase of Use

Under the premise of artificial intelligence, while the economic business of enterprises
is carried out, artificial intelligence can achieve accounting through smart contracts,
improve the efficiency of accounting algorithms, and realize accounting processing on
the blockchain. The accounting information system platform breaks the various draw-
backs of the traditional model, not only has traditional financial information, but also
contains more unstructured data. Through this comprehensive accounting information
system platform, enterprise management can query production material information in
real time, and these data are completely authentic and reliable on the blockchain. Finally,
intelligent, full, real-time disclosure and personalized accounting reports are formed.
In the application of blockchain technology, the authenticity, reliability and clarity of
accounting information depends on the completeness and security of various dimensions
of data and information systems such as suppliers, manufacturers, consumers, etc.

Encryption of accounting information system through cryptography and distributed
storage technology, the input and storage of accounting information can be realized on
the blockchain, and information users can realize the storage and circulation on the chain,
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achieving technological innovation of full-process supervision, connecting enterprises,
auditors, government and other stakeholders related to invoices, so that every link can
be traced back, so that the data cannot be tampered with and non-repudiation. At the
same time, the combination of multi-party secure computing technology enables the
entrusting party to complete the calculation of financial data without submitting data
in plain text, realizing “data availability is invisible”, and each node on the blockchain
adopts an appropriate model to execute the accounting algorithm, and then, using the
public key to encrypt the data of each node. After that, the platform can perform the
homomorphic operation on the ciphertext to obtain the accounting information of the
comprehensive multi-party data. Finally, use the private key for decryption to obtain
the plaintext accounting information. In the meantime, the platform has a certain anti-
interference ability, and can resist quantum computing attacks with small data sets,
thereby preventing tampering by malicious attacks. In this process, the confidentiality
of data information will always be guaranteed, and information inquirers and third-
party platforms cannot obtain any other information except the information they should
obtain,which avoids the problemof information leakage causedby traditional accounting
information systems.

2.1 Selecting Framework Design of Encryption Platform for Accounting
Information System from the Perspective of Blockchain

Accounting information stakeholders such as corporate financial staffs and auditors can
register and log in their accounts at their network nodes, send data queries and other
requests in the information transmission process, and back up and store the accounting
information data entered each time.

Enterprises and other accounting information users hold different nodes, but have
similar input and query functions, which can achieve a high degree of interoperability of
accounting information. While the information is interoperable, the specific accounting
information within the enterprise can be processed for this part through the MPC algo-
rithm of the blockchain. Accounts and data are encrypted and backed up, which greatly
ensures the security of information.

In order to ensure the data privacy of enterprise accounting information in the process
of accounting information flow, the information input party of each node will access the
data information to the multi-party secure computing platform for encrypted calculation
(the data encryption platform performs ciphertext authorization), in order to ensure
accurate calculation results. Error-free, the information transmission process is safe and
reliable, and it also has security, that is, the computing party only returns the operation
result, but does not know the initial data.

2.2 Application Structure of Encryption Platform of Accounting Information
System

The flow of accounting information passes through multiple nodes including enter-
prises, auditors, and governments, from the input of accounting information to the use of
accounting information to produce financial statements or to strengthen internal control.
When the accounting information stakeholders such as corporate financial personnel
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Fig. 1. Accounting and Auditing Information System from the Perspective of Blockchain

connect the original data to the computing system, the data encryption platform will
authorize the algorithm and data use, and then the computing party will perform various
operations on the encrypted original data within the framework of the consensus rules.
All kinds of calculations required, including accumulation, comparison and other oper-
ations, and then directly generate the results for dissemination across the network. The
platform side does not need to know the calculation process, and the calculation side
does not know the original calculation data. The entire operation can be supervised by
supervisors. Safety and convenience are guaranteed.

In this framework, each node and encryption system perform their own functions.
Homomorphic encryption enables certain authorizations to be given to data on the basis
of privacy protection, and the decentralization of the blockchain makes it impossible for
information to be tampered with at will (Fig. 1).

2.3 Case Study

2.3.1 Step1

By combining the sales information and inventory quantity in the shared database, the
purchasing department finds the shortage of materials and fills the requisition form in
the purchasing department;

2.3.2 Step2

The purchasing department decides whether to purchase after inquiring the inventory
status and supplier information in the shared database;
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2.3.3 Step3

If purchasing is required, requisition department will fill out the purchase form and
purchase invoice and submit them to the financial department after successful negotiation
with the supplier, and then provide the specific purchase data and supplier information
to database;

2.3.4 Step4

Verify the supplier’s materials with the purchasing information in the database after
their arrival. If the verification is successful, the materials will be put into storage and
the receipt will be filled out, and then the original voucher of the receipt will be uploaded
to the shared database.

2.3.5 Step5

The financial department backs up the warehousing receipt and purchase invoice in
the shared database, selects the appropriate business type automatically in the shared
database, and automatically produces the accounting vouchers to enter into the database
while keeping accounts;

2.3.6 Step6 (Parallel with Step2–5)

Verify the authenticity and fairness of the transaction and accounting by using electronic
contract text, on-site audio and video files related to the transaction, and finally generate
the audit domain information of the block when the business and accounting occur.

2.3.7 Step7 (Parallel with Step2–5)

Audit robot audit publicly, check whether the transaction occurred in the bookkeep-
ing process is correctly classified into the right subject. For example, if there exists a
difference between inventory data and book data, we should perform audit difference
adjustment. The inventory deficit is to be dealt with the property loss and overflow. After
being approved by management, the company shall classify the inventory loss reason-
ably according to the causes: the inventory shortage caused by sending and receiving
errors and poor management will be included in the management expenses; the inven-
tory damage caused by natural disasters and other extraordinary reasons will be included
in the non-operating expenses. If belongs to the error of accounting bookkeeping, the
classification error between the inventory items can be directly adjusted the difference
between the relevant categories. On this basis, if any significant anomaly is found, it will
be submitted to the auditor for verification.
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2.3.8 Step8

After auditing robot and auditor verifying, the purchase will affect the interactive
electronic financial statement by affecting inventory, expense, cash flow, payable, etc.

2.3.9 Step9

Banks, tax authorities, the public and other nodes can judge and authenticate the
statement information in combination with the public factual information.

3 Key Cryptography Algorithms and Security Analysis

3.1 Homomorphic Encryption

In order to ensure that the four operations can be carried out normally on the supervision
platform, we adopt a completely homomorphic ciphertext data analysis cryptographic
scheme based on CKKS [12] real number field to encrypt the original data. CKKS is
an approximate homomorphic cryptographic scheme based on the real number field. It
is used for data analysis in ciphertext, and it is also a common scheme in outsourced
machine learning computing.We adopt the famous CKKS17 scheme, which is described
as follows:

Encpk: m �→ (c,L, v,Bclean) for some v ≥ ‖m‖can∞
Decsk : (c, l, v,B) �→ (〈c, sk〉 (mod ql),B)

RSl→l′ : (c′, l, v,B) �→ (c, l′, pl′−l · v, pl′−l · B + Bscale)

Add: ((c1, l, v1,B1), (c2, l, v2,B2)) �→ (cadd, l, v1 + v2,B1 + B2)

Multevk : ((c1, l, v1,B1), (c2, l, v2,B2)) �→ (cmult, l, v1v2, v1B2+v2B1+B1B2+Bmult)

• KeyGen(1λ).

– Given safety parameter λ, select second power M = M (λ, qL), the integer h =
h(λ, qL), the integer P = P(λ, qL) and the truth-value σ = σ(λ, qL).

– Choose s ← HWT (h), a ← RqL and e ← DG(σ 2). Set the evaluation key to
evk ← (b′, a′) ∈ R2

P·qL , when b′ ← −a′s + e′ + Ps2(modP · qL).

• Ecd(z;�).

Avector of N/2 dimensions for a Gaussian integer z = (zj)j∈T ∈ Z[i]N/2, calculate the
vector

[
� · π−1(z)

]
σ(R)

, and returns its inverse relative to the canonical embedding
map.

• Dcd(m;�). For input polynomial m(X) ∈ R, Compute the corresponding vector
π ◦σ(m). Returns the closest vector to a Gaussian integer after scaling. z = (zj)j∈T ∈
Z[i]N/2, zj =

[
�−1 · m(ζ

j
M )

]
for j ∈ T .

• Encpk(m).

choose v ← ZO(0.5) and e0, e1 ← DG(σ 2).Andoutput v·pk+(m+e0, e1)(mod qL).
• Decsk(c).
For c = (b, a), output b + a · s (modql).
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Fig. 2. Accounting and Auditing Information System based on private data sharing technology

• Add (c1, c2). For c1, c2 ∈ R2
ql , output cadd ← c1 + c2 (mod ql).

• Multevk(c1, c2).
For c1 = (b1, a1), c2 = (b2, a2) ∈ R2

ql , let (d0, d1, d2) = (b1b2, a1b2 +
a2b1, a1a2)(modql). Output cmult ← (d0, d1) + [

P−1 · d2 · evk](modql).

• RSl→l′(c). For c ∈ R2
ql , output c

′ ←
[
ql′
ql
c
]

∈ (mod q′
l).

Based on CKKS17 [12] and Qian et al.’s HLP [1] algorithm, we carried out 1000
different polynomial simulation experiments and verified that the error distance was
small, and the results of four operations in plaintext could be 100% equivalent to the
results of original data encryption and decryption. Therefore, this scheme is very suitable
for our business scenarios (Fig. 2).

3.2 Process Description of the Privacy Scheme

Initialization stage:
Perform the following initialization operations based on the permission requirements:

1) Step 1:
The third-party trusted authority TA releases the external public key and private key pair
(PKHLP and SKHLP) encapsulated by the key, and exposes the external public key and
sends the private key to all participating parties respectively.
2) Step 2:
The third-party trusted organization TA promulgated the public and private key pairs of
CKKS (PK1, SK1), (PK2, SK2), (PK3, SK3) and HLP (PK4, SK4) for the name, type,
quantity and amount of the goods respectively. And all public keys are exposed, SK1,
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SK2, SK3 are given to warehouse personnel, and SK2, SK3, SK4 are given to audit robots
and auditors.

Private data sharing (accounting informatization and auditing) stage:

1) Step1:
The purchasing department holds the private key to query the name, type and quantity
of the inventory to be purchased in the shared database, fill in the purchase requisition,
and transfer the name, type and quantity of the inventory to be purchased by uploading
the original voucher chart of the purchase requisition to the data center. The purchasing
department can download the purchase requisition through the data center. Purchase
requisition format for the data field in the (hash (hash (ID) | | T), PK1 (name), hash
(name), PK2 (kind), hash (kind), PK3 (money), hash (money), PK4 (num), hash (num)).
2) Step2:
The purchase department queries the name, type and quantity of inventory in the purchase
requisition in the data center through ciphertext, and queries the price in the supplier
files in the shared database to decide the purchase plan;
3) Step3:
If the purchase department confirms the need to purchase, after successful negotiation
with the supplier, it fills out the purchase order and purchase invoice as original doc-
uments and transmits them to the financial department through the data center. Only
then can it use the private keys SK1,SK2 and SK3 for decryption, and then encrypt the
amount, quantity and type of the purchased inventory with the corresponding public key
and feed back to the shared database;
4) Step4:
Supplier after the goods shipped, warehouse personnel to enter the actual warehouse
inventory quantity, type a Shared database, the dock receipt as China original vouch-
ers input data, system in the condition of encrypted with the purchasing department
input validation, the number of species do subtraction, proves successful, the material
warehousing and fill the receipt as the original vouchers input data middle;
5) Step5 (parallel with step4):
The financial department records the previous purchase order and purchase invoice
through the data center, performs the encrypted bookkeeping through the shared
database, selects the appropriate business type from the shared database, and automat-
ically produces accounting vouchers and inputs them into the shared database while
automatically bookkeeping.
6) Step6 (parallel with step2–5):
When business and accounting occur, electronic contract text, on-site audio and video
files, and other original credentials related to transactions are encrypted and stored in
the shared database to form the encrypted audit domain information.
7) Step7 (parallel to step2–5):
Audit robot can hold about inventory in a Shared database type, quantity, amount to
the private key, the number of inventory accounting after decryption encryption, kinds
and amount of information, verify the deal in the process of charge to an account is
correct categories in the right subjects, the auditor also hold type, quantity, amount of
keys, In case of major abnormal events, the type, quantity and amount information of
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audit classification can be viewed after decryption, and the audit process of the audit
side composed of audit robot and auditor can be calculated by homomorphic addition
and subtraction in ciphertext.
8) Step8:
After accounting by auditing robot and auditor on the shared database, the purchase
transaction is verified and directly affects the amount under the account of the interactive
electronic statement. The account and amount of the electronic statement are visible in
plain text by other third parties.
9) Step9:
Banks, tax authorities, the public and other nodes can judge and authenticate the visible
amount in the subject of public statements, in which the amount accounting process is
not visible under ciphertext.

3.3 Security Analysis

We analyze the proposed scheme from the privacy, integrity, forward security and confi-
dentiality of the message. Homomorphic encryption technology ensures that the govern-
ment, auditors and data encryption platform parties will not disclose to other participants
except themselves and the plaintext size comparison in the case of third-party leakage of
data privacy; and through identity-based fully homomorphic encryption to ensure that
the information of the participants is not queried by other participants through ciphertext
retrieval, these operations ensure the privacy of our scheme sex. What’s more, we ensure
the confidentiality of our scheme under the premise of high efficiency through fully
homomorphic encryption with fewer operations; in addition, the public computing part
of the multi-party secure computing platform ensures the integrity of the data involved in
the operation. Finally, we guarantee the forward security of the scheme by randomly gen-
erating different identity-based fully homomorphic keys for the data queried by different
users.

4 Conclusion

Due to the large accounting information system and the lengthy circulation chain, prob-
lems such as information leakage and information distortion are easy to occur in the
process of information input and use. The application of the intelligent accounting sys-
tem of financial robots improves the efficiency of information processing. Accounting
information system can query financial information in real time. The performance prob-
lems of computing processing; and the multi-party secure computing technology has the
characteristics of input privacy, computing correctness and decentralization, which can
help solve these problems very well. On the one hand, it realizes the interconnection and
cooperation between data holding points, and on the other hand, it ensures the privacy and
security of computing. Aiming at the information security problem of accounting infor-
mation system, this paper proposes our computing scheme based on fully homomorphic
encryption technology and semi-trusted mechanism. From the query process and model
proof, the data sharing system based on multi-party secure computing technology can
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realize efficient and secure multi-party data sharing and collaboration. This application
has great practical significance for the development of accounting information system.

At present, the application of blockchain in the accounting information system plat-
form is in the exploratory stage, and there are defects such as high construction cost,
limited storage space of the blockchain itself, and high computing cost; and the multi-
party security computing model cannot perform high-order polynomial models. Fully
homomorphic operation. We will continue to improve the computational efficiency of
the scheme in future research.
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